This is a consequence of the fact that ALL medical images are projections of 3-dimensional objects on 2-dimensional screens (canvas). This is true even for "fly-troughs" -since they also use a 2-dim medium to give the impression of 3-dim space.
(Classical radiology is not only much less expensive and accessible -doctors in fact prefer classical X-ray imaging for their analysis.)
In fact this is inherent in the human vision: the eye builds 2 images on the retina. Hence, the perceived visual reality is a projection of the observed (visual) environment on 2-dim medium: the retina (and it is interpreted as 3-dim object by the brain, of course).
Hence images -and Medical Images in particular -are rather poor tools for observation (as including precise measurement of 3-dim phenomena, objects, etc.)
But such measurements are crucial in fields such as Oncology and Cortical Cartography (Human Brain Mapping) .
So, what honestly can be done?
The answer:
(1) Admit one's limitation and settle for the measurement of approximate length (area, angles, etc.) hence (2) Try and estimate the measurement error or lengths distortion.
Formally (i.e. Mathematically), this is provided by the following definition:
where | · | denotes distance.
Remark 2 In fact, one can define quasi-isometries between any two metric spaces (X, d) and (Y, ρ).
Remark 3 For the case of a surface in R 3 , distances are the induced intrinsic distances on the surface.
But the requirement to almost preserve distances is to strong, and not always necessary. For many implementations, such as Human Brain Mapping -where shape and relative areas are important suffices to almost preserve angles, i.e quasi-conformal mappings.
Remark 5 In fact, one would hope for maps that preserve angles precisely, i.e. conformal mappings.
There are many articles attempting conformal representation. * In fact they produce only quasi-conformal mappings -as approximations to conformal mappings -without any computation of the dilatation (definition to follow!) * Hurdal-Bowers-Stephenson, Haker-Tannenbaum, Gu-Yau, etc.
We are now introducing the technical definition of quasiconformality, but first we have to introduce some preliminary notations and definitions:
be a homeomorphism and let p ∈ D. We make the following notations:
Definition 6 L(p), l(p) are called the maximal, respective minimal stretching, of f .
Definition 8 Let f be such that J f > 0. Then the maximal and minimal dilatation of f are defined as follows:
The connections between the different dilatations are given by:
Lemma 11
Moreover, we also have the following relationship between distortion and dilatations:
Lemma 12
Since we are interested in images of 3-dim objects on 2-dim "screens", i.e. projections, we are conducted to ask the following questions:
Question 1 When is orthogonal projection a quasi-isomorphism (quasi-conformal mapping)?
Question 2 And if it is, what are its distortion and dilatation?
The answer to these questions is to be found in the classical work of F. Gehring and Y. Väisälä (1965) .
It applies for surfaces that do not "deviate" (or "turn") "to fast" i.e. that satisfy:
The Geometric (Gehring) Condition: We say S ⊂ R 3 satisfies the Gehring Condition if for any p ∈ S there exists n p such that for any ε > 0, there exists U p ≃ D 2 , such that for any q 1 , q 2 ∈ U p the acute angle ∡(q 1 q 2 , n p ) ≥ α, where:
Example 13 Any surface in S ⊂ R 3 that admits a welldefined continuous turning tangent plane at any point p ∈ S satisfies the geometric condition.
Then for any x ∈ U p there is a unique representation of the following form:
where q x lies on the plane through p which is orthogonal to n and u ∈ R. Define:
Remark 14 n need not be the normal vector to S at p.
Moreover, we can compute bounds for C(f ) and K(f ), for f ≡ P r. We get:
An algorithm for triangulated surfaces * is readily produced from the results above:
• Let N p stand for the normal vector to the surface at a point p on the surface.
• Choose a triangle ∆, of the triangulation. There are two possibilities to chose ∆: one is in a random manner and the other is based on curvature considerations. Trivially project ∆ onto itself. †
• Suppose ∆ ′ is a neighbor of ∆ having edges e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , where e 1 is the edge common to both ∆ and ∆ ′ . We will call ∆ ′ Gehring compatible w.r.t ∆, if the maximal angle between e 2 or e 3 and N ∆ (the normal vector to ∆), is greater then a predefined measure suited to the desired predefined maximal allowed distortion, i.e. max {ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 } ≥ α, where ϕ 1 = ∡(e 2 , N ∆ ), ϕ 2 = ∡(e 3 , N ∆ ). * that represent the basic tool in Computer Graphics † A variant of this algorithm will be discussed.
• Project ∆ ′ orthogonally onto the plane included in ∆ and insert it to the patch of ∆, iff it is Gehring compatible w.r.t ∆. • If by this time all triangles where added to the patch we have completed constructing the mapping. Otherwise, chose a new triangle that has not been projected yet, to be the starting triangle of a new patch. †Variant of the Basic Algorithm:
• Project the faces adjacent to the vertex v on the plane T P v through v, orthogonal to the mean normal:
where N i is the normal to the face F i adjacent to v. • Choose starting vertex using Gauss Curvature K:
For triangulated (P L) surfaces we define * K at every vertex as the defect of the sum of angles surrounding it:
Remark 15
The curvature based method is better fitted for:
• Low curvature ("almost flat") surfaces;
• High α.
We present some experimental results, both on synthetic surfaces and on data obtained from actual CT scans (of the Human Brain Cortex and Colon):
A lower curvature produces a larger patch (with more triangles)...
In The Skull Model the resolution is of 60,339 triangles. Here α = 10 • and the dilatation is 1.1763.
...than when flattening regions of higher curvature:
Here α = 6 • and the dilatation is 1.1051.
It is also evident in the development of the Human Brain Cortex:
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Remark 16 Note that non-simply connected patches may be obtained.
To summarize:
• The above given algorithm is local. Indeed, in a sense the (proposed) algorithm gives a measure of "globality" of this intrinsically local process.
• Our algorithm is best suited for highly folded surfaces, because of its intrinsic locality, on the one hand, and computational simplicity, on the other. It is highly sensitive to high curvature (but not to mesh quality!) * -thus being excellently suited for discovering tumors (e.g. in the colon, where they are associated to high curvature).
• However, on "quasi-developable" surfaces (i.e. surfaces that are almost cylindrical or conical) the algorithm behaves similar to other algorithms, with practically identical results). * But via curvature is indirectly affected by the sampling rate.
Gluing Different Patches to obtain a Global Flattening:
The need for gluing patches together into a global picture is well known in Radiography as "pantomograph" This is done very approximatively and with no control of the dilatation.
We have applied a "naive" (but with dilatation control) gluing process to the triangulated surface obtained from 3 slices of human colon scan:
The reason for these "cuts" and "holes" resides in the fact that (evidently) one can have two neighbouring patches, with markedly different dilatations/distorsions, which results in different lengths for the common boundary edges. Therefore, "cuts" and "holes" appear when applying a "naive" gluing -as the colon flattening example shows.
The discontinuities appear at the common boundary of two patches obtained from regions with very different curvature.
Indeed, the "back part" seems close enough to be half of a cylinder (and thus developable)...
...but in fact it is highly folded:
Concluding Remarks
• The proposed algorithm is basically local and, therefore, suitable for extensively folded surfaces (such as encountered in medical imaging).
• The theory and algorithm guarantee minimal (and computable!) metric, angular and area distortion.
• Relatively simple -yet correct(!), robust and computationally efficient, since it does not require computational derivatives.
• Holds in any dimension.
Future Study • Use another conformal invariant to measure the distortion (as degree of "departure from conformality": The Willmore Energy:
where H denotes the mean curvature and dA the area element of S.
For example, for the "back" of the colon, the Willmore energy is 16.4477 (and the area is 998.6) For Brain Imaging/Mapping: Use quasi-regular mappings -defined like quasi-conformal ones, minus the homeomorphism condition, i.e. allow for folding and branching.
...and, last but not least, thanks to Efrat Barak and Ronen Lev for their help with the programming of the algorithms.
